Three Angels Faux Stained Glass
Materials
Options for “glass”
Choose one of the following or any transparent material that is approximately 8 ½
x 11”
• Clear acrylic bent frame (8 x 10) (preferred option; $2.50 at Walmart)
(horizontal frames are best; vertical will work—when turned horizontally
they will still stand)
• 8 x 10 picture frame with glass (use caution if working with glass)
• Clear acetate sheet
• Laminating sheet
Options for “lead”
Choose one of the following:
• Black gallery glass leading (Gives the best effect; found with the
acrylic paints in craft stores)
• Elmer’s Cosmic Glue (Use the darkest color you can find)
• Elmer’s white glue with black acrylic paint added; Add about a
teaspoon of black paint to the glue and stir; test; continue until
the glue comes out black

Colors
Both of the following are needed
• Acrylic paints in varied colors
• Clear glue
Template
Choose one of the templates of the three angels provided with the honor or use
one of your own.
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Original picture from stained glass design by Zelda Bailey

Directions
1. Remove the advertising sheet from the frame and replace it with the
template. (If needed, trim the paper so the template to fit.)
2. If using a bent acrylic frame, place it flat on the table, with the bent part
hanging over the edge.
3. Carefully squeeze the “lead” onto the glass, following the lines of your
pattern.
4. Once all the lines have been drawn, allow the “glass” to sit overnight
to completely dry.
5. Prepare the color for your “stained glass.”
Use a palette or another divided container to mix up your colors. Squeeze
a small amount (roughly a tablespoon) of clear glue into each well. Add
one or two drops (or a small squeeze) of acrylic paint.
6. Use a small paintbrush and add your colors where you want them. Put the
colored glue on evenly, being sure to paint all the way to the edges of the
black lines.
7. Allow the entire project to dry overnight.
8. If necessary, use a black Sharpie pen on the “lead” to mark over any paint
that might have overlapped.
Options:
• Picture frame with glass. Put your stained glass in the frame.
• Clear acrylic vertical bent frame. Set your frame up horizontally with the
bent area to the side to hold it up.
• Acetate or laminating sheet. Add a colored matte.
Now put your stained glass by a window and watch it shine!
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STAINED GLASS ART
OPTION 2

Materials
Fine Markers
Colored Pencils
Scissors
Glue
Black Construction Paper
Angel Coloring Template
Optional: Watercolor or Mixed Media Paper, Watercolor Paints, Brushes
Optional: Silver and Gold Glitter
Directions
1. Use the templates on the following pages. With fine markers or colored
pencils, color the angels. You may color individual pieces different colors or select larger sections.
2. Cut out the three angels.
3. Glue to black construction paper.

Options
1. WHITE PAPER: Instead of using black construction paper, paint your own sky
on white paper. Use a wet-on-wet technique with watercolor or paint your
scene with acrylics. Let it dry while you are working on your angels.
2. BLACK PAPER: Use gold and silver glitter to create stars in the sky.

OPTION 2.
Three Angels Coloring Templates

